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Partial Architectures was a solo exhibition of projects that interrogated the 
ways in which spatial design is exhibited in the gallery context. The projects, 
each constructed with common architectural materials such as mirror, window 
film, and scaffolding, explored ideas of reflection, infinity, temporality and 
materiality. The standards for architectural exhibitions were challenged by the 
negation of representative materials such as drawings and models. 
Architectural exhibitions have a brief history. Philip Johnson’s canonical 
International Style exhibition of 1932 at the Museum of Modern Art is widely 
seen as the first contemporary exhibition focused solely on architecture. The 
model employed in this exhibition has been repeated ever since: drawings and 
models of built or proposed architecture. Current architectural exhibitions, such 
as Rem Koolhaas’ Fundamental exhibition for the 2014 Venice Biennale have 
attempted to rethink this paradigm. 
This project engages in this discussion by imagining the gallery as a unique 
site for new, temporary, and incomplete architecture. The projects were designed 
to eliminate the need for representative drawings and models, and instead focus 
on physical, site-specific installation. 
Partial Architectures was exhibited at Gallery 103 in Knoxville Tennessee, 
USA where it was supported by a public lecture and a catalogue published by the 
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